
ARBRE
H A N D C R A F T E D  
S U S T A I N A B L E  +  A W A R D S  +  R E C O G N I T I O N



Reclaimed wood
Local economy
Craftsmanship
Partner
Keepsake 
Handcrafted
Product launch
Sustainable
Company culture
Recognition
Custom
Design
Opportunities
Make it personal



CLEARMOUNT 2021 CATALOGUE 

Plante

Feuille

Branche

Arbuste



Made in 
North America

Arbre features

Handcrafted
rooted in sustainable
craftmanship

Create your own
award by combining
wood with Lucite

Custom decoration
available

Reclaimed wood
sourced and air-dried
in Canada

Custom shapes
available





Arbre awards

TERRA 

A faceted tower handmade with
reclaimed Canadian wood, air-dried in
Canada with a natural finish. 

You can play with the top acrylic
section with a custom colour tint, frost
the surface or add an ice look finish or
a facet for a unique effect.

A custom shaped circle with a half
section of acrylic and a wood bottom

made of reclaimed Canadian wood.
 

 Keep the acrylic top clear or add a
custom colour tint or solid colour

throughout the piece. Embed an item
or decorate with your logo at the back

of your Soleil award.

SOLEIL



ROCHEUX 

A column block handcrafted out of
reclaimed wood with a custom acrylic
top.

The top can remain clear, or be
custom tinted to your requirements.
Add faceted edges for a unique finish.

PLANTE

A custom cut column block
handcrafted with an acrylic top and a
custom base handmade out of
reclaimed wood sourced within
Canada. 

A cube is made out of reclaimed
Canadian wood and air-dried in Canada. 

 
It’s a perfect piece for mission

statements. 

FEUILLE



ARBUSTE 

A rectilinear block made out of
reclaimed Canadian wood and air-
dried in Canada. 

Arbuste is an example of how you can
customize a sustainable piece for a
sales award.

A sustainable column award
handcrafted out of reclaimed wood

with an acrylic top. 
 

Embed products, imprints or keep it
clear for laser engraving.

BRANCHE





Full colour digital print embedded

Full colour digital print Wood with Lucite element

Custom colour tint

Laser engraving with colour-fill Laser engraving 






